In recent years, there has been a growing trend towards wireless sensing technologies in the field of structural health monitoring. However, the inherently limited resources of wireless sensor nodes pose significant constraints to wireless sensor networks in terms of power efficiency and autonomous operation. To this end, several embedded algorithms have been proposed, exploiting the collocation of computational power with sensing modules in an attempt to reduce the size of the data to be wirelessly communicated. This paper presents an embedded computing approach for decentralized condition assessment of civil engineering structures based on numerical models embedded into wireless sensor nodes. The proposed approach consists of two stages. First, a distributed numerical model of the "initial" structural state, comprising coupled partial models of the monitored structure, is generated on-board the wireless sensor nodes. Second, automated identification of structural changes is performed through a comparison of the initial state of the numerical model and a simulated damaged state. For validation, laboratory tests of the proposed approach are performed on a four-story frame structure.
INTRODUCTION
The use of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for structural health monitoring (SHM) has gained increased attention in recent years, owing to the reduced cost and installation time needed for WSNs compared to conventional wired systems. The collocation of sensing modules with processing units on-board the wireless sensor nodes allows for data processing prior to the wireless transmission, thus leading to a significant reduction in wireless data traffic and power consumption. The drawbacks of WSNs with respect to wireless transmission reliability, power efficiency and data synchronization can be solved by implementing adequate embedded computing capabilities. _____________ Several approaches towards embedded computing models and algorithms for wireless sensor nodes have been proposed. Lynch et al. (2004) proposed the use of an autoregressive model with exogenous inputs (AR-ARX) for damage detection [1] . Zimmerman et al. (2008) presented embedded algorithms for output-only system identification [2] . The use of a linear quadratic regulation algorithm for structural control was proposed by Wang et al. (2006) and Kane et al. (2014) [3, 4] . In distributed networking approaches, the "Illinois structural health monitoring project" tool suite was presented by Rice et al. (2010) [5] , and the use of neural networks for autonomous fault detection, making use of the inherent redundancy in sensor outputs, was proposed by Smarsly and Law (2014) [6] . The same group presented a migration-based approach, with powerful software agents automatically assembling in real time to migrate to the sensor nodes in order to analyze potential anomalies on demand in a resource efficient manner [7] .
While the aforementioned approaches cover several SHM tasks, for fully decentralized condition assessment the level of "intelligence" of smart wireless sensor nodes needs to be enhanced. In this paper, an embedded computing approach for decentralized condition assessment of civil engineering structures is presented. More specifically, a numerical model of the monitored structure, corresponding to an "initial" state, is distributedly generated on-board the sensor nodes using embedded algorithms. Then, the parameters of the numerical model from the initial state are used to apply the dynamic equilibrium equations with acceleration response data derived from a current (unknown) state. Deviations between the parameters representing the initial state and the parameters representing the current state, exceeding a predefined threshold, could indicate damage.
The first part of this paper covers the theoretical background of the proposed approach and the system identification methodology employed. The second part of the paper presents laboratory tests for validating the proposed methodology using a four-story frame structure. Finally, the test results and the performance of the methodology are discussed.
AN EMBEDDED COMPUTING APPROACH FOR STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING
The embedded computing approach for SHM comprises two stages. The first "model updating" stage covers the generation of an "initial" decentralized numerical model of the monitored structure. In the second "condition assessment" stage, the wireless sensor network uses the initial numerical model and attempts to describe the behavior of the structure in a current, unknown structural state.
Model updating
The model updating stage is associated with the establishment of the initial numerical model, which is used as a reference for the decentralized condition assessment of the second stage. As the condition assessment approach proposed in this study must be decentralized, the numerical model of the structure is decomposed into "partial models", i.e. sub-models of the whole model each corresponding to one "substructure". Each wireless sensor node is responsible for monitoring one substructure. The discretization of each substructure follows the principles of the finite element method (FEM).
The dynamic equilibrium equations of a structural system with N degrees of freedom is given in Eq. 1
where M, C, and K are the mass matrix, the damping matrix and the stiffness matrix, respectively, while , , are the acceleration vector, the velocity vector and the displacement vector, respectively.
is the external force vector. Using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, the acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors can be transformed into the frequency domain and expressed through the frequency spectrum, i.e. in terms of amplitudes and frequencies. Considering the peaks of the frequency spectrum that correspond to mode shapes of the structure, Eq. 1 can be transformed into the frequency domain (Eq. 2).
where ω is a discrete natural frequency of the monitored structure, and the subscript A denotes the Fourier amplitude of the respective vector. The model updating stage automatically conducted by the wireless sensor nodes is described as follows. First, acceleration response data is collected under free vibration. Second, the obtained acceleration data is integrated, using numerical integration methods, and the corresponding velocities and displacements are derived by each sensor node. Third, the vectors holding accelerations, velocities and displacements are transformed into the frequency domain using the FFT algorithm. Using Eq. 2, the dynamic equilibrium equations of an arbitrary substructure with N degrees of freedom under free vibration are given in Eq. 3.
It is clear from Eq. 3 that the consideration of free vibration leads to zero terms on the right hand side of the equations. Thus, for the derivation of non-trivial solutions reasonable assumptions need to be made about one of the terms of the left hand side. To this end, reasonable assumptions are made about the mass and stiffness and damping parameters are estimated.
Assuming that the division of the structure into substructures is performed in a way that each substructure has two interfaces, each interface connecting the substructure with one neighboring substructure, R is used to denote the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the first interface and S is used to denote the DOFs of the second interface.
From Eq. 3, a partial "hybrid" model corresponding to the substructure under consideration is generated on each wireless sensor node. Solving Eq. 3 on each substructure is only possible if the Fourier amplitudes of velocities and displacements of the degrees of freedom at the interface with neighboring substructures are communicated between the wireless sensor nodes. To this end, reliable communication links are established between sensor nodes located in neighboring substructures (Figure 1 ). The overall network architecture of the SHM system proposed in this study is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The unknown parameters of Eq. 3 are the elements of matrices C and K. Each row of matrices C and K has a total of R+N+S unknowns such that the required order of the system of dynamic equilibrium equations is O = 2· [R+N+S] . Thus, an adequate number of frequency spectrum modal peaks is selected, and the corresponding velocity and displacement amplitudes are exchanged between neighboring sensor nodes, so that one system of equations is formulated on each sensor node. 
Condition assessment
The objective of the second stage of the embedded computing approach, the condition assessment stage, is to assess the current, i.e. unknown condition of the structure using the model (and the partial models, respectively) derived from the model updating stage as a reference. During the condition assessment stage of the wireless SHM system, a new set of acceleration response data under free vibration is collected by each sensor node, and the corresponding velocity and displacement vectors are automatically calculated by the wireless sensor nodes as in the model updating stage. Following the Fourier transform of the newly collected acceleration data and the corresponding velocity and displacement vectors, the stiffness and damping parameters of the initial model are used to apply the dynamic equilibrium equations (Eq. 3) at the same frequency spectrum (modal) peaks as in the model updating stage. Since the methodology includes numerical integration algorithms prone to instability, small errors, i.e. deviations from equilibrium, are expected. Errors exceeding a predefined threshold could indicate damage.
VALIDATION OF THE DECENTRALIZED CONDITION ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
This section showcases the implementation of the methodology into a wireless SHM system as well as the validation of the algorithms. The laboratory tests encompass both the model updating stage, in terms of the development of an initial model of the frame structure by the sensor nodes, and the condition assessment stage, after damage has been introduced to the structure.
To implement the methodology into a wireless SHM system, embedded software is written in Java programming language. Peer-to-peer communication links are established between neighboring sensor nodes to ensure reliable wireless communication. The wireless sensor nodes used in this study are Oracle SunSPOTs (Small Programmable Object Technology). The reliability of the hardware platform for prototyping has been proven in several studies covering different engineering disciplines, including structural health monitoring [8, 9, 10] . The wireless sensor nodes feature an ARM 920T microcontroller with a 32-bit bus size running at 400 MHz, 1 MB flash memory, and 512 kB RAM, while the operating system is the Java-programmable Squawk Virtual Machine [11] . An 8-bit MMA7455L accelerometer is integrated into the sensor node platform, which can be set to sample at a maximum range of ±2g, ±6g, or ±8g. The maximum sampling rate of the sensor nodes is 125 Hz.
Model updating stage
The four-story frame structure used for the laboratory tests is illustrated in Figure 2 . Following the instrumentation pattern shown in Figure 1 , a 4-DOF oscillator numerical model is assumed to describe the behavior of the structure, as shown in Figure 2 . Each story comprises a steel plate of dimensions 500×250×0.75 mm, each steel plate resting on four circular M5 (D = 5 mm) steel threaded columns, with a the story height of 230 mm. The frame structure is fixed on a solid block ensuring an adequate degree of fixity at the base of the ground story columns. Plate-to-column connections are fixed using nuts and washers. The sensor nodes are placed at the mid-span of each story, and the sampling rate of the sensors is set to 100 Hz. For simplification purposes, excitation along the long side (x-axis) of the steel plate is only considered.
According to the numerical model of the structure shown in Figure 2 , the stiffness matrix of the structure is given in Eq. 4. For numerical integration, the Newmark-β algorithm [12] with integration coefficients γ = 0.5 and β = 0.25 is used. 
As described above, reasonable assumptions are made for the mass matrix. From the dimensions of the structure and assuming a mass per unit volume for steel equal to γ = 7,85 t/m 3 , the calculated masses are given in Eq. 5. Half of the column mass is added to the plate connected to the base of the columns and half to the plate connected to their head. Since the top story (4 th story) is only connected to the heads of four columns, the 4 th mass is slightly lower. An additional 54·10 -6 t is added to each story to account for the mass of the sensor node. The structure is subjected to excitation (test 1) and the stiffness parameters are calculated following the model updating stage described earlier, using the Fourier amplitudes of the first two modes of vibration with frequencies of f 1 = 2.15 Hz and f 2 = 6.35 Hz, respectively. Preliminary tests had shown that damping values are particularly prone to inaccuracies due to numerical approximations; hence, the calculation of damping parameters is neglected in this study. The matrices calculated in the model updating stage, by solving Eq. 3 and assembling the stiffness matrices of all substructures, are: The derived stiffness matrix complies with the assumed numerical model, since it is clear that k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = k 4 = k. The observed minor discrepancies are attributed to noise interference and approximations of the numerical integration algorithm and the FFT.
Condition assessment of the frame structure
For the second stage of the proposed methodology, the condition assessment, damage is introduced into the frame structure by loosening the plate-to-column connections of four columns, two on the first story and two on the second story, as shown in Figure 3 . Prior to introducing the damage, an additional test (test 2) is conducted in the undamaged state to be used as reference.
The structure is subjected to another excitation (test 3). The changes in stiffness cause alterations in the mode shapes and frequencies of the structure, as well as a migration of the peaks in the frequency domain to lower frequencies, since the damaged structure is more flexible (Figure 4) . The new values of the first two modes of vibration are f 1,damaged = 1.66 Hz and f 2,damaged = 4.93 Hz. As aforementioned, an additional test is conducted corresponding to the initial undamaged state. In order to illustrate the ability of the system to detect damage, the Fourier amplitudes of test 2 and test 3 are used to apply the four dynamic equilibrium equations (N = 4, Eq. 3) at the frequency spectrum peaks corresponding to the first mode of the initial state, as calculated in test 1 (f 1 = 2.15 Hz). The results are summarized in Table I . As observed in Table I , there are deviations from equilibrium in test 2, which can be attributed to randomness and numerical approximations. However, in test 3, the deviations are significantly higher and, therefore, indicative of damage.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an embedded computing approach for decentralized condition assessment of civil engineering structures has been presented. The approach consists of two stages. In the first stage, an initial numerical model of the structure is automatically generated on the sensor nodes, using acceleration response data from a structural state depicted as "undamaged" structural state. In the second stage, a new set of acceleration response data is collected, corresponding to the current, i.e. unknown structural state. Deviations to the initial state could be indicative of damage. The proposed approach has been validated in laboratory experiments on a four-story frame structure. More specifically, at the model updating stage acceleration response data has been collected from an initial state to generate a numerical model of the structure. At the condition assessment stage, damage has been introduced to the structure, and the initial model has been used to apply the dynamic equilibrium equations. An additional test corresponding to the undamaged state has been conducted for comparison purposes. As a result, the deviations from equilibrium observed in the damaged state have been considerably larger than the respective deviations from equilibrium of the additional test (undamaged state). In conclusion, the approach has been proven to be effective in establishing a reliable, fully decentralized numerical model of the monitored structure and in detecting damage.
